No. Try not! But or do well there is no try. —Yoda
FILM2-POWER: AGND, ground

Mirela Bologan
The University of Chicago

DAMID - 0508
SPC2868 - 3/4/2021
FILM-POWER: VBUF, VBUFL, 20VIN, 20VIN_D, n15VIN, n15VIN_D

Mircea Bogdan
The University of Chicago

DAMIC: 0090
SPECS: 3/4/2021
FILMS-POWER: 43.3V, 42.5V, 15VIN, 15VIN_0, n30VIN, n30VIN_0

Mircea Bogdan
The University of Chicago

DATE: 05/03
SPC# 2965 - 3/4/2021
Mircea Bogdan
The University of Chicago

DAMIC - 080R
SPC286S - 3/4/2021